Mapping aWhere’s Data
for the FHI360 Climate Change Adaptation Project
August 10, 2017
Introduction
This tutorial outlines methods for mapping data pulled from the aWhere API. It focuses primarily on R
as a mapping tool, but covers alternative methods like Excel Maps and ArcGIS Online. Previous tutorials
provided by aWhere have covered using the aWhere API in R to pull data for one location or for a set of
locations.
While it is possible that readers without any R experience can understand the content, this tutorial assumes a
relatively advanced level of understanding of the R programming language and RStudio. This understanding
should include aspects such as basic data structures in R, working with data frames, loading packages, and
working with the ggplot family of packages and functions.

Loading and Evaluating Data for Mapping
For this tutorial, we will work with a dataset pulled from R using the API call loop below. The loop references
a file (called locations) of latitude/longitude points covering all of Uganda to make its queries.
#define the boundaries of the period for which you would like to pull data
day_start <- "2017-01-15"
day_end <- "2017-01-31"
#execute loop pulling data for all rows of the locations file
for (i in nrow(locations)) {
lat <- locations$Latitude[i]
long <- locations$Longitude[i]
weather_temp <- daily_observed_latlng(lat, long, day_start = day_start,
day_end = day_end)
if(i == 1) {
weather <- weather_temp
}
else {
weather <- rbind(weather, weather_temp)
}
}
#write output data frame to csv file
write.csv(weather, file = "weather_uganda_raw.csv"))

Note: This code will not work if the user has not configured his or her API permissions correctly in the R
environment. Please refer to other tutorials for help configuring API permissions.
The code above stores data for January 15-31, 2017 in the R environment as an object called weather. It also
writes a .csv file to store the data to disk if a user needs to reload it later.
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Before mapping the data, the user should examine it to understand its structure and clean it, if needed. Here
are some simple data exploration functions users can try, and their outputs.

str(weather)
## 'data.frame':
48212 obs. of 12 variables:
## $ date
: chr "2017-01-15" "2017-01-16" "2017-01-17" "2017-01-18" ...
## $ location.latitude
: num 3.46 3.46 3.46 3.46 3.46 ...
## $ location.longitude : num 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 ...
## $ temperatures.max
: num 37.1 37 37.4 37.1 36.4 ...
## $ temperatures.min
: num 25.3 27.4 25.8 26.1 25.9 ...
## $ precipitation.amount: num 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
## $ solar.amount
: num 6294 7232 NA 6905 5988 ...
## $ relativeHumidity.max: num 67.2 67 76.9 63.7 67.4 ...
## $ relativeHumidity.min: num 19 16.9 34.4 22.1 26.5 ...
## $ wind.morningMax
: num 6.2 4.6 6.2 7.2 5.7 ...
## $ wind.dayMax
: num 7.7 6.2 6.7 8.2 7.7 ...
## $ wind.average
: num 4.1 3.1 4.1 4.1 3.1 ...
summary(weather)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

date
Length:48212
Class :character
Mode :character

location.latitude
Min.
:-1.458
1st Qu.: 0.125
Median : 1.208
Mean
: 1.279
3rd Qu.: 2.458
Max.
: 4.125

temperatures.min
Min.
: 2.10
1st Qu.:20.36
Median :21.63
Mean
:21.54
3rd Qu.:23.06
Max.
:27.86

precipitation.amount
Min.
: 0.0000
1st Qu.: 0.0000
Median : 0.0000
Mean
: 1.2171
3rd Qu.: 0.5493
Max.
:86.3106

relativeHumidity.min
Min.
: 1.00
1st Qu.:26.79
Median :34.28
Mean
:34.80
3rd Qu.:41.84
Max.
:69.46

wind.morningMax
Min.
:0.5001
1st Qu.:4.6546
Median :5.5215
Mean
:5.6201
3rd Qu.:6.6768
Max.
:9.2560

location.longitude
Min.
:29.62
1st Qu.:31.38
Median :32.46
Mean
:32.38
3rd Qu.:33.46
Max.
:34.96
solar.amount
Min.
:2976
1st Qu.:5078
Median :6016
Mean
:5774
3rd Qu.:6555
Max.
:7527
NA's
:174
wind.dayMax
Min.
: 1.702
1st Qu.: 6.426
Median : 7.499
Mean
: 7.315
3rd Qu.: 8.146
Max.
:12.296

temperatures.max
Min.
:13.56
1st Qu.:30.59
Median :32.75
Mean
:32.42
3rd Qu.:34.88
Max.
:38.58

relativeHumidity.max
Min.
: 60.66
1st Qu.: 75.31
Median : 81.49
Mean
: 81.07
3rd Qu.: 87.57
Max.
:100.00
wind.average
Min.
:0.3377
1st Qu.:2.7846
Median :3.4406
Mean
:3.3026
3rd Qu.:3.8214
Max.
:5.8489

sum(is.na(weather$temperatures.max))
## [1] 0

These commands give you basic information about the way the data frame weather is structured, and about
the variables it contains. It also tests one variable (temperatures.max) to see if the column contains any NAs.
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From the structure and summary information, a user may make any number of choices about what to do
next. Users may want to rename columns or delete unneeded ones to make it simpler to work with the
dataset during plotting. If only data within a certain region is needed, the user might want to restrict the
latitude and longitude of the data. These tasks and more can be done using basic R functions covered in
other tutorials.
Before moving on to mapping, practice subsetting certain rows or columns in the data, using code similar to
the examples below. This practice will help ensure that you know how to reference only the data you want to
map in the mapping functions.
#Subset only rows corresponding to date "2017-01-22"
weather[which(weather$date == "2017-01-22"), ]
#Subset only the latitude, longitude, and precipitation columns
weather[, names(weather) %in% c("location.latitude", "location.longitude",
"precipitation.amount")]

Basic Map Plotting in R
All spatial data must have geographic information to be plotted. The example data frame we are using,
weather, has latitude and longitude coordinate pairs associated with every row. R users store geographic
information in other ways as well, notably polygons, lines, and rasters, but this tutorial does not cover those
types in detail.
A number of frequently-used packages exist in R for drawing maps. These maps can include simple boundary
lines to denote things like country borders, or highly detailed basemaps with topographical features and data
overlaid. First, we will demonstrate how to simply plot all of your points on a map using a common package
called ggmap.
#Load ggmap and associated ggplot2 packages
library(ggplot2)
library(ggmap)
#First, retrieve basemap from Google
uganda_basemap <- get_map(location = c(lon = mean(weather$location.longitude),
lat = mean(weather$location.latitude)),
zoom = 7)
#Now, plot the basemap using ggmap() and add points on top
ggmap(uganda_basemap) +
geom_point(data = weather, aes(x = location.longitude,
y = location.latitude), size = .5)
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Let’s walk through this code step by step. First, it loads two important libraries, ggplot2 and ggmap, which
offer functions we can use to map data. Then it retrieves a basemap of Uganda from the Google Maps API,
using the function get_map(). The function takes the average latitude and average longitude point in order
to fix the map on the center of Uganda, and zooms in to a comfortably viewable distance. Then, in the final
two lines, the code first plots the uganda_basemap object using the ggmap() function, then overlays the
point data on top of this basemap.
Point data is mapped over the basemap using the geom_point() function. The parameters to this function
are important, and need to be understood in detail.
1. data: we tell the function which data to use by setting data equal to the object weather
2. aes: short for aesthetics(meaning visualization components), this function can take many inputs. Here,
we have only three aesthetics. **x*: the longitude coordinates of the data **y*: the latitude coordinates
of the data
3. size: size of the points
Note that elements of the map are layered on top of each other using the “+” symbol. This will become
important as the plots get more complex.
This map is very basic, it only takes the geographic information you have - latitude and longitude coordinates
- and plots it on a simple Google basemap, with no coloring or other manipulation. But it is helpful in that it
shows you an underlying reality of the data - the points are on a regular grid and cover all of Uganda.
The reason for this is that aWhere’s daily weather data is generated based on a 5 arc minute grid. Each
grid cell is roughly 9 kilometers by 9 kilometers in area, and when a user requests data from the aWhere
API, any latitude/longitude pair which falls within the same grid cell will return the same value. The list of
latitude/longitude pairs used in the API query (see the code at the beginning of the tutorial) includes the
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centroid of every aWhere grid cell in Uganda, so as to most efficiently pull every unique value for the country.
R maps using the ggmap package are very customizable. For example, if we wished to change the points
from circles to squares, make them larger, and change their color, we can include additional parameters to
the mapping function.
#the relevant new parameters are 'shape', 'color', and 'size'
ggmap(uganda_basemap) +
geom_point(data = weather, aes(x = location.longitude, y = location.latitude),
size = 1.3, shape = 15, color = "blue")
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Note the new additions to the parameters list:
1. data: we tell the function which data to use by setting data equal to the object weather
2. aes: short for aesthetics(meaning visualization components), this function can take many inputs. Here,
we have only three aesthetics. **x*: the longitude coordinates of the data **y*: the latitude coordinates
of the data
3. size: size of the points
4. shape: a code defining the point shape
5. color: for the color that fills the shape
This map is still not very good, because the data is not being mapped as a true grid. Instead we are using
squares to represent each grid cell, and the size of these squares is not reactive - it stays the same no matter
how you resize the plot, so if the plot is small, then the squares overlap each other. If you then enlarge the
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plot, then the squares become smaller and smaller until there is significant space in between them. We will
cover how to fix this shortly.
In the meantime, if we wish to do some simple, quick investigation of the actual weather values in our data, we
can combine the basic mapping demonstrated above with the data subsetting covered earlier in the tutorial.
For example, we may wish to produce the same map, but this time color the locations according to the
maximum temperature recorded at those locations on January 22, 2017.
#subset data to be plotted on map
plot_data <- weather[which(weather$date == "2017-01-22"), ]
#change the map created above to use the new subsetted data, and color points
#by data values
ggmap(uganda_basemap) +
geom_point(data = plot_data,
aes(x = location.longitude, y = location.latitude,
color = temperatures.max), shape = 15, size = 1.3)
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A lot is happening here, so let’s review each element. The first line of the code subsets the data to only those
records for January 22, 2017, and assigns it to an object called plot_data. Then the map code from above is
reproduced, this time, with the parameter data set to plot_data. This means the map will now look not to
the weather object for its data, but to our custom object containing only January 22 records.
The aesthetics of the plot are also changed. Note that in addition to the longitude and latitude parameters
we saw within the aes() function previously, the color parameter has now moved inside the aes() function
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as well. This is because the aesthetics layer determines which visual elements of the plot are mapped to data
(rather than set manually). Now that we are coloring our points according to data (temperatures.max) rather
than using one manual color (blue) we must specify that within the aes() function.
Note, that the ordering of parameters has also changed, but the plot still renders correctly. This is because
as long as you make sure every parameter value assigned to its parameter name with the “=” sign, R will
interpret your commands correctly.
When you look at the resulting map, though, it doesn’t look very informative! Why might this be? Well,
you can see from the legend to the right of the plot that the temperatures.max values range between 15-35
degrees Celsius. But most locations appear to be at the high end of the spectrum. We can check this using a
simple summary function.

summary(plot_data$temperatures.max)
##
##

Min. 1st Qu.
14.97
30.12

Median
33.12

Mean 3rd Qu.
32.56
35.40

Max.
38.18

The lowest maximum temperature recorded in Uganda on January 22, 2017 was 14.97 degrees Celsius.
However, the average maximum temperatures are far higher! In fact, 75% of locations in Uganda recorded
temperatures over 30 degrees Celsius on that day.
This means that a relatively small number of locations are skewing the color scale of your data, making it
hard for you to visualize variation in all those places that show up as dark blue in the current plot.
Because R offers a lot of flexibility in mapping, there are many different ways we could choose to deal with
this problem. We will choose just one to demonstrate in the code below.
#add scale_colour_gradientn() function to control color of points
ggmap(uganda_basemap) +
geom_point(data = plot_data, aes(x = location.longitude, y = location.latitude,
color = temperatures.max), shape = 15, size = 1.3) +
scale_colour_gradientn(colours = terrain.colors(10))
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Notice that we have added just one line to the code, using the function scale_colour_gradientn(). This
function sets the colors which the map uses to shade points, blending between “n” number of colors. Here,
we give an input palette of 10 different “terrain” colors. The function terrain.colors() is a pre-defined palette
that we are using because it helps to show large variations in variable values.
With the new color scale, we can more clearly see the areas where relatively low temperatures are found,
while still seeing variation in the remaining high-temperature areas.

Mapping Polygons instead of Points
The ggplot package contains built-in functions to plot data in point form, line form, and polygon form. A
line is simply a collection of connected points, while a polygon is a collection of connected points in which
the first point is the same as the last point. You can intuitively understand what a polygon is by thinking of
typical maps - a long road that bends in multiple places from point A to point B would be a typical example
of a line. By contrast, a long road which goes around a lake and connects with itself at the starting point
would be a polygon - it creates a shape, and ends where it begins.
We will not do an exercise mapping lines in this tutorial, but will go straight to mapping aWhere’s data
as colored rectangular polygons. Unlike with the examples above, where the point was linked to only one
“centroid”" coordinate pair and the size of the point symbol was set manually, polygons are defined by multiple
coordinate pairs distributed in space. This means that when you zoom in or out on a map, the shape you
have drawn adjusts dynamically in size to correspond to the position of their coordinates on the map.
There are several packages in R that can help you to draw square polygons around the centroid coordinate
pairs contained in our Uganda dataset. Help can be found in the vignettes and documentation for the
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“ggmap” and “sp” packages. We will use a polygons dataset for Uganda loaded to the environment, called
weather_poly. To examine the structure of weather_poly, use the same command found above.

str(weather_poly)
## Classes 'data.table' and 'data.frame':
14180 obs. of 17 variables:
## $ id
: int 10173111 10173111 10173111 10173111 10173111 10173118 10173118 10173118
## $ long
: num 31.4 31.4 31.5 31.5 31.4 ...
## $ lat
: num 3.42 3.5 3.5 3.42 3.42 ...
## $ order
: num 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 ...
## $ hole
: chr "false" "false" "false" "false" ...
## $ piece
: num 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ...
## $ weatherdate
: Factor w/ 17 levels "2017-01-15","2017-01-16",..: 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 ...
## $ maxtemp
: num 34.8 34.8 34.8 34.8 34.8 ...
## $ mintemp
: num 23 23 23 23 23 ...
## $ precip
: num 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
## $ solar
: num 5619 5619 5619 5619 5619 ...
## $ maxwind
: num 7.83 7.83 7.83 7.83 7.83 ...
## $ maxmorningwind
: num 7.63 7.63 7.63 7.63 7.63 ...
## $ maxrelativehumidity: num 62.1 62.1 62.1 62.1 62.1 ...
## $ minrelativehumidity: num 34.2 34.2 34.2 34.2 34.2 ...
## $ meanwindspeed
: num 2.58 2.58 2.58 2.58 2.58 ...
## $ meantemp
: num 28.9 28.9 28.9 28.9 28.9 ...
## - attr(*, "sorted")= chr "id"
## - attr(*, ".internal.selfref")=<externalptr>
head(weather_poly[, 1:8], n = 15)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

id
10173111
10173111
10173111
10173111
10173111
10173118
10173118
10173118
10173118
10173118
10173125
10173125
10173125
10173125
10173125

long
31.41667
31.41667
31.50000
31.50000
31.41667
32.75000
32.75000
32.83333
32.83333
32.75000
31.75000
31.75000
31.83333
31.83333
31.75000

lat order hole piece weatherdate maxtemp
3.416666
1 false
1 2017-01-22
34.81
3.500000
2 false
1 2017-01-22
34.81
3.500000
3 false
1 2017-01-22
34.81
3.416666
4 false
1 2017-01-22
34.81
3.416666
5 false
1 2017-01-22
34.81
3.250000
1 false
1 2017-01-22
35.09
3.333333
2 false
1 2017-01-22
35.09
3.333333
3 false
1 2017-01-22
35.09
3.250000
4 false
1 2017-01-22
35.09
3.250000
5 false
1 2017-01-22
35.09
2.333333
1 false
1 2017-01-22
34.85
2.416666
2 false
1 2017-01-22
34.85
2.416666
3 false
1 2017-01-22
34.85
2.333333
4 false
1 2017-01-22
34.85
2.333333
5 false
1 2017-01-22
34.85

Notice that apart from the weather information like temp and precip, there are a few more variables relating
to the location information (like order) and there are more rows. When you examine the first 15 rows of
the data, you can see why there are so many more rows; each individual polygon (identified with the “id”
variable) now has 5 different points associated with it. But if these are square polygons, why would there be
5 points? Look closely and you will see that the first point is the same as the last - R needs this fifth point to
know to close the polygon at the point where it started.
This is why there is now an “order” variable, consisting of the numbers one through five. The “order” variable
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tells R in what order to connect the points in each polygon, ensuring that it draws a clean square for each
polygon. These basic differences between the weather and weather_poly datasets have implications for the
size of each dataset, as well as the commands that must be used to accurately map them.
Below is a simple modification of the code we used above to map the maximum temperatures in Uganda on
January 22, 2017. This time, instead of pointing R toward the weather dataset, we will set the “data”" parameter equal to weather_poly, and instead of using the geom_point() command, we will use geom_polygon().
We will use the same basemap of Uganda as before.
ggmap(uganda_basemap) +
geom_polygon(data = weather_poly, aes(x=long, y=lat, group = id, fill = maxtemp),
alpha = 0.7, color = "gray")
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Notice that though we changed the command to geom_polygon(), the input parameters like x, y, fill and
alpha are similar and function the same way. However, there are new input parameters, like “group”. The
“group” parameter tells R where to look in order to determine which points must be grouped together to
constitute a polygon. Once R knows that, it can use the “order” variable automatically to draw the polygons
correctly. Each polygon (outlined in gray) smoothly fits next to its neighbors to create a continuous surface
covering all of Uganda.
Because polygons are sized automatically based on the expanse of the underlying basemap, we do not need to
tell R what size each polygon should be. Within R, we could zoom in and out on this map and the polygons
would automatically resize to keep the continuous, grid-like surface.
We can add elements to this map, and customize the colors used, exactly like we did in the previous exercises.
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For example, this is how we would use the terrain colors to shade the polygons, as we did with points.
ggmap(uganda_basemap) +
geom_polygon(data = weather_poly, aes(x=long, y=lat, group = id, fill = maxtemp),
alpha = 0.7) +
scale_fill_gradientn(colours = terrain.colors(10))
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Note that the gray border color around each polygon was removed by eliminating “color =”gray“” from the
code.
Finally, we can polish this map further by adding clear labels to the legend and axes, and add a title.
Remember, the ggplot2 and ggmap packages allow us to do this simply by layering elements on top of each
other in the code using the “+” sign.
ggmap(uganda_basemap) +
geom_polygon(data = weather_poly, aes(x=long, y=lat, group = id, fill = maxtemp),
alpha = 0.7) +
scale_fill_gradientn(colours = terrain.colors(10), name = "Max Temp") +
xlab("Longitude") + ylab("Latitude") +
ggtitle("Max Temperature Polygon Map - January 22, 2017")
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Max Temperature Polygon Map − January 22, 2017
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Based on the map that was produced by this code, you should be able to figure out what each command and
input parameter is doing. In summary:
1. The name parameter in the scale_fill_gradientn() command allows you to name the color legend
2. xlab(): name the X axis
3. ylab(): name the Y axis
4. ggtitle(): allows you to type in a title for the map
Practice these skills! You can pull a single day’s data from the API using a similar loop as at the beginning
of this tutorial, and can download the weather_poly dataset. Change the inputs into each parameter or
command just to see what happens.

What other options do I have apart from using R?
R is a great language for flexibly creating map content, but it is not always going to be the best or easiest
tool for what you want to do. There are many options for software - both free and paid - which can map
data that you pull from the API. One example is ArcGIS Online, which offers free accounts to create quick
and easy maps. Users who only want to quickly map some simple, pre-processed data might turn to this tool.
For example, users can upload a file containing data for Uganda from one day in January using the steps
outlined below. The ArcGIS Online tool can be found at http://www.arcgis.com/home/index.html.
To get started with to tool, you’ll need to sign up for a free account and use your login username and password.
Once you have done so, there should be a “Map” option in the navigation bar at the top of the page. Once
you click on that you will see a page similar to the below.
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Figure 1: Log into Arc GIS Online and click on “Map” to reach the main Maps menu.

Figure 2: Click on “Add” to import your weather file.
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Figure 3: Select an attribute to map and a drawing style and the map will automatically update.
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Remember, this is a simple, free tool to help you quickly map data. To process or produce statistics on
your underlying data, or customize your maps as we showed above in R, you would need to purchase a paid
account for ArcGIS Online or seek out other free tools like QGIS (http://www.qgis.org/en/site/).
This tutorial is intended to introduce users to the potential for using free and open-source tools to map
aWhere climate data and produce spatial insight about the climate in Uganda. The writers of this tutorial
focus on one particular tool (R) for its flexibility and robust functionality, but encourage users to investigate
the many popular, free tools available, many of which fill particular needs map-makers may have. Users who
have questions about the R code or aWhere’s data are free to contact beawhere@awhere.com.
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